
 

P L Y M O U T H  Y A R N®  F875 
Free Pattern with Our Compliments  

Find Inspiration: www.plymouthyarn.com   

Abbreviations: sts=stitches,  St st=stockinette stitch (in the round means knitting all rounds.) .   

 

KidSeta 
Gradient Knitted Cowl  

 
 

Size:  One Size Fits All  

Approx. Measurement: 27 ½” circumference by 16” height  

 

Materials: Adriafil KidSeta 

(A) 1 Ball Color 84 Jade 

(B) 1 Ball Color 80 White 

(C) 1 Ball Color 82 Pearl Grey 

 

Gauge:  16 sts and 26 rows = 4” in st st double stranded on a US 8 

needle or size to obtain gauge.  

    

Needles: US 10 (6mm) straight needle for cast on and bind off 

US size 8 (4.5mm) - 24” circular needle 

stitch marker, tapestry needle.  

 

This is knit double stranded throughout the pattern.   

Gauge is not imperative to results.  

 

 

 

BEGIN:  

With larger needle and double strand of Color A (one end for the 

outside of the ball and one end from the inside of the ball) - cast on 

110 sts.  Knit 1 row onto smaller needle.   

Join in the round making sure to not twist sts.  Place marker and work 

in St st with Double strand of A for 3.5”.   

 

 

Drop one strand of Color A. Add one end of Color B from inside the ball.   

Continue in St st until piece measures 6.5” from cast on edge.  

Drop one strand of A and add one strand of B from outside the ball.   

Continue in St st until piece measures 9.5” from cast on edge.  

Drop one strand of B and add one strand of C from inside the ball.   

Continue in St st until piece measures 12.5” from cast on edge.   

Drop one strand of B and add on strand of C for outside the ball.   

Continue in St st until piece measures 16”.   

Bind off as if to knit, using larger needle for a looser bind off edge.  

 

FINISHING:  

Weave in all ends. 
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